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1. Introduction
The application in its final form being available for testing in May 2022, we were able to
collect users feedback, both internally (partners of the project) and externally (OIC testing a
population of users in their facilities).

Some of the results were used for additional improvements of the platform, while others were
used to compile a list of possible future improvements.

The report on the results from external people can be found in Deliverable D4.1.

This document also traces back to improvements made to the software which are derived
from internal feedback and can be found in the source code evolutions on the project’s Open
Source code repository at https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform/

https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform/issues
https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform/
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2. Internal feedback
Internal feedback led to several major improvements/optimizations in the application,
described below.

1. Installation & configuration processes

The installation procedure for the software was initially complex and would not be easily
described. Changes were made and tests executed to ensure the installation process was
simplified and documented in an appropriate way.

This resulted in a README.md file which describes a step-by-step installation and
configuration procedure, including the process to import the relevant parts of the ESCO
framework in the languages managed by the application.

Additional information has been written on the project’s wiki page for more complex
maintenance and extension operations.

2. Open Source nature & documentation

The project started in a personal repository of one of the developers. It was then transferred
to a new “organisation” space in the name of the project (https://github.com/silkc) with
permissions equally shared between the developers of the project.

The licence was set to GNU/GPLv3, a licence authored and protected by the Free Software
Foundation, the authority on the topic of Free Software (which thus qualifies as Open
Source).

In order to facilitate the adoption of the project and to encourage contributions, the project’s
wiki has been enriched with technical documentation such as coding conventions, files
structure description, a data dictionary and common maintenance processes.

https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform/blob/master/README.md
https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform/wiki
https://github.com/silkc
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.html
https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform/wiki
https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform/wiki


In order to ensure the maximum viability of the project, it has been built using only Open
Source elements. It can thus be installed by *any* party with access to the Internet, following
the minimal requirements specified in the README.md file.

3. Multilingual application

To ensure maximum reach of the project in all European countries, the software has been
developed with full support for English, French, Italian and Polish languages. It also provides
a procedure to add support for additional languages, as long as these are supported by the
ESCO framework (actually, other languages could be supported as well, but support would be
slightly inconvenient as skills and occupations would appear in English).

A drop-down select box now allows the user to select its own language for the application.

Documentation on translations is available on the project’s wiki page.

4. Registration process & e-mail validation

At an early stage, we were discussing the risk of SPAM accounts and the moderation
procedures to avoid them.

It is now possible to register to the platform autonomously (by confirming their email
address), but the validation of user accounts can be submitted to a moderator.

https://github.com/silkc/silkc-platform/wiki/Additional-language-support


It is also possible for administrators to flag an account as suspicious or to disable an account
if repeated suspicious behaviour has been detected.

5. Forgotten password procedure & security
In order for users to recover their password, a standard password recovery procedure (link
sent to the user’s email address, which is assumed to be secure) has been added to the
platform.
For increased security, it is impossible to create an account or change one’s password
without a working email address.

6. Auto-complete speed
The initial implementation of the software had issues with the speed for loading the search
bars that allowed search on skills and occupations, and with an auto-complete feature in
those same search bars.



Work was done to optimise the database queries efficiency, which made the application
more usable.

7. Recruiter interface
The initial application development plan had no place for a recruiter interface or role. This
was added after one of the partners suggested it as a way to “close the loop” on the offer of
training to acquire the skills to score a specific occupation/job.

Now it is possible for a recruiter to come to the platform, search for the number of possible
candidates to a specific job vacancy, and send information (anonymously) about the
vacancy to all the interested candidates.

8. Improvements to occupation and training selectors
Linking skills and training was initially difficult or little intuitive in initial versions of the
platform. Work was undertaken to improve the interface and allow for linked information
dive-ins through simple clicks.



It is now possible, from a training or an occupation, to look at the list of skills acquired and
get details on the skills.

In much the same way, it is possible to explore the occupations linked to a skill or to a
training.

This makes the skills and occupations (which come pretty much untouched from the ESCO
framework) to be better understood, while at the same time not cluttering the interface with
permanent information that occupies visual space.

9. Improvements to search results presentation
Search results were initially difficult to scan through and understand. Considerable
improvements were done in explaining the appearing results and helping users take action
on those results.



For example (non-exhaustive list):
● The “Match” percentage is now shown in red to attract the user’s attention on the

best matches
● A “Sort by” function makes it possible to sort on other criterias than match quality
● A “Show info” button allows any training card to be unfolded and give complete

information, while the default view will only show basic title, location and dates
information

● Each filter (left column) has been presented with the most pertinent visual widget to
make filtering easier

● A link to get directly to the institutions’ website is now available in the training details

10. Inclusion of search feedback
Similar to search results readability, and once the Machine Learning path to continuous
improvement had been cleared, an option to report on the perceived quality of the
suggestion provided was added to the search results.



This will allow the application to report to the machine learning about the quality of its
prediction and, as such, provide a way to improve those predictions over time (based on
real users’ feedback).
This element went through several iterations to try and be the less intrusive and most
encouraging possible.

11. Users administration interface
The administrator’s interface was considerably improved and expanded over time. It initially
only included management for users, training and skills (shown as green tabs in the
screenshot below). Now it includes a dashboard, pending tasks to be executed by the
admin (including moderation tasks) and a management of vacancies.

Internal pages also include more management options than initially planned.

3. External feedback
As documented in D4.1, users feedback was positive and the majority of testers were
satisfied.

Suggestions of possible improvements (or reports of encountering difficulties) were the
following:

● Some difficulty searching by skill or occupation (non specific report)
● There could be more information about how to enrol to the courses (we believe this

stems from a lack of information that the platform does not manage the enrollment
at this point)



● There could be internship opportunities (a feature we don’t offer at this point)
● Missing information about the privacy of their data (GDPR related - we added this

information after the report as there was already a place to get that information, but
no information was available at the time of testing)

This short list of items is interpreted as an overall success for the platform. To us, it shows
that internal testing was taken seriously and revealed most of the issues that would
otherwise have limited the testing by external users.
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https://silkc-platform.org/

